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Several states have established or are considering 
establishing retirement savings plans for workers 

who don’t have access to an employer-sponsored plan. 
Fiduciaries of these plans can take advantage of and 

build on defined contribution plan best practices.
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S ecure choice programs or plans (SCPs) are one of 
the newer developments in the defined contribution 
(DC) world.

Recent legislation has established SCPs in Cali-
fornia, Illinois, Massachusetts, Washington and Oregon. 
Some 20 other states, including Connecticut, Minnesota, 
New York, Utah and Vermont, are exploring the adoption 
of secure choice legislation.1 While differences will exist be-
tween the different SCPs being established across the nation, 
most if not all will share at least three common traits: 

 1. They are public-private partnerships that will give 
millions of U.S. workers access to a retirement sav-
ings plan. An estimated 70 million U.S workers do 
not have direct access to a retirement savings ac-
count.2 That means about 50% of private sector work-
ers—particularly those who are lower income or em-

ployed by small firms—lack a workplace retirement 
savings program primarily because they do not have 
access to one.3 By definition, SCPs are publicly admin-
istered retirement systems created to provide a retire-
ment savings plan for private sector workers who 
would otherwise not have access to an employer-
sponsored plan. 

 2. They are multiple employer plans. SCPs are likely to 
have a board of trustees consisting of state, private em-
ployer and private employee representatives. 

 3. SCPs have clear lines of governance. It’s likely that an 
executive director and/or the chief investment officer 
(CIO) would report directly to a board of trustees. 
Any investment and/or administrative staff who 
would work directly for the SCP would report to the 
CIO. Ultimately, the board and staff would have a fi-
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TABLE I
Percentage of Plans With Automatic Enrollment by Plan Size
Number of Participants 1-49 50-199 200-999 1,000-4,999 5,000+ All plans

Percentage of Plans 18.9% 45.2% 53.6% 63.8% 66.7% 50.2%

Source: Plan Sponsor Council of America, 57th Annual Survey of Profit Sharing and 401(k) Plans on the 2013 plan-year experience.

FIGURE 1
Rapid Growth of Target-Date Mutual Funds ($ Billions)

Source: Investment Company Institute, 2015 Investment Company Fact Book.
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duciary duty to the secure choice 
trust.

Challenges and Opportunities
SCP fiduciaries have the opportu-

nity from the start to take advantage 
of both the many commonsense DC-
focused best practices promoted by the 
Pension Protection Act of 2006 (PPA)4 
and the mainstream acceptance of be-
havioral finance.5

DC best practices have evolved 
over years of trial and error and due to 
observations of clearly irrational be-
havior by many DC plan participants 
over the decades. So, unlike DC fidu-
ciaries of the 1970s, 1980s or 1990s, 
today’s stewards of secure choice as-
sets have been bequeathed a rule book 
to build on. This rule book includes 
PPA-influenced best practices such as 
automatic enrollment, automatic es-
calation6 and age-appropriate target-
date funds as the default investment 
option for participants (Tables I and 
II, Figure 1).

In addition to PPA, recent initiatives 
from the Department of Labor (DOL) 
include the participant fee disclosure 
regulations of 2010-2012. These require 
plan administrators to provide partici-
pants with specific information related 
to fees and costs associated with plan 
investment options.

The mainstream acceptance of be-
havioral finance has also aided the 
management of DC programs and 
the presentation of investment op-
tions to plan participants. When vol-
untary DC plans were first established 
through the Revenue Act of 1978,7 
there was a widespread—but inaccu-
rate—belief that individuals eligible to 
invest in DC plans would be in posi-
tion to make good financial decisions 
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TABLE II
Adoption of Automatic Escalation
Plans that use automatic enrollment 65.2% automatically increase 
 default rates (autoescalate).
Plans that do not use automatic enrollment  24.6% automatically increase 
 default rates.

Source: Plan Sponsor Council of America, 57th Annual Survey of Profit Sharing and 401(k) 
Plans on the 2013 plan-year experience.
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and could implement these decisions in a rational manner 
over their working lives; hence, the “do-it-yourself ” nature 
of the DC plan. Decades later, it is clear this optimistic view 
of individual investor behavior ignored a key finding of 
behavioral finance, namely, that for a number of different 
psychological and environmental reasons, many individu-
als often make poor investment choices that can lead to 
inappropriate portfolio diversification and, in turn,  result 
in insufficient growth of assets. Table III highlights how to-
day’s common best practices such as a tiered investment 
structure and targeted communications can help remedy 
the behavioral deficiencies to which the typical DC inves-
tor may be prone.

In spite of these positive developments, the rule book 
SCP fiduciaries have inherited remains a work in progress, 
as much ground still needs to be covered in order to place 
a large number of U.S. workers on a better path to retire-
ment readiness. Fiduciaries of SCPs are in a strong position 
to advance ongoing discussions and spur continued action 
in many key areas.

Opportunity Knocks
In the near term, secure choice fiduciaries may want to 

focus on three priority areas, either following or in tandem 

with adoption of a streamlined investment lineup and imple-
mentation of a detailed governance and monitoring frame-
work:

 1. Fee negotiation (investment and administrative)
 2. Monitoring savings and allocation trends based on 

race, ethnicity and gender
 3. The feasibility of guaranteed income solutions for se-

cure choice participants.

Fee Reduction
With respect to fees, many strides have been made. For 

example, in 2000, DC plan participants incurred an aver-
age expense ratio of 0.77% for equity funds; by 2014, the 
average expense ratio had fallen to 0.54%, a 30% decline.8 
Also, with respect to administrative or per head fees paid 
by DC participants, it generally is accepted that recent de-
velopments such as DOL fee disclosure requirements have 
added downward pressure to recordkeeper fees in the past 
few years.9

While fees in the DC world are headed in the right di-
rection, there is room for additional reductions. A recent 
study from the Boston College Center for Retirement Re-
search highlights that during 1990-2012, defined benefit 
(DB) plans outperformed DC plans by 0.7%, with the most 
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TABLE III
Examples of How Department of Labor and Behavioral Finance Have Shaped DC Best Practices
 Investment  Benefit to Participants
 Best Practice
 Tiered structure  Aligns particular types of investments with the investing appetite and inclinations of 

different plan participants
 Plan Design
 Best Practices
 Automatic enrollment  Helps participants to be involved in the savings process as soon as they are eligible
 Automatic escalation  Increasing the default rate over different intervals is a prudent way to improve the 

probability of generating a higher retirement balance.
 Qualified default investment alternative (QDIA)  Has enabled automatically enrolled participants to access one-stop-shop options such 

as target-date funds
 Administrative
 Best Practices
 Fee transparency  Puts participants in a stronger position to make informed choices around investment 

options and gives them the tools to understand how fees impact returns over the long 
and short term

 Targeted communication  Can highlight, for example, whether participants’ portfolios are concentrated in one 
type of option and the potential benefits of adopting a more diversified portfolio
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likely contributor behind this differ-
ence being the higher fees paid by DC 
plans.10

A practical step secure choice fidu-
ciaries could take to keep fees competi-
tive for their programs is reviewing the 
mix of active and passive options in a 
lineup. From a plan governance stand-
point, it is prudent to offer participants 
a low-cost suite of passive products as 
well as best-in-class actively managed 
core investment strategies.

 Because SCPs are publicly adminis-
tered, fiduciaries may want to explore 
fee aggregation initiatives with other 
public entities within the same state. 
This could be a means of negotiating 
the most favorable fee structure for 
SCP investments and other services.11

Race, Ethnicity and Gender
The need to focus on yesterday’s “el-

ephants in the room”—race, ethnicity 
and gender—can also be a high-priori-
ty item on the modern fiduciary’s to-do 
list. Fiduciaries are obliged to place all 
of their plan participants on a steadier 
path to retirement readiness. Unfortu-
nately, several studies from both pub-
lic and private sources highlight an 
alarming story about how ill-prepared 
certain segments of the U.S. population 
are for retirement.12 Because this is a 
diverse country, certain states currently 
implementing SCPs and other states 
that plan to roll them out in the near 
future likely have subsets of their work-
force that are diverse by gender and/or 
ethnicity (Figure 2). 

In an age when information is 
readily available, fiduciaries can work 
closely with recordkeepers to establish 
whether—based on gender, race or 
ethnicity—different savings behaviors 
are prevalent within pockets of their 

SCP participant populations. And, in 
the same way that defined benefit (DB) 
plans are known for conducting asset 
allocation studies to determine if they 
are strategically on the right path, it 
may be beneficial for SCP fiduciaries 
to establish a best practice of reviewing 
participant behaviors in detail at least 
every two or three years as well as after 
targeted communication campaigns or 
changes to the fund lineup.

By consciously monitoring par-
ticipant behavior, SCP fiduciaries can 
establish an effective process to gauge 
trends (both good and bad) within sub-
sets of their participant populations. 

Related to this, SCP fiduciaries can 
be confident that established methods 
like automatic escalation, reenrollment, 
targeted communications and one-on-
one professional advice have proved 
effective in reinforcing and influencing 
positive savings behaviors of DC plan 
participants.13

Feasibility of Guaranteed  
Income Products

In theory, guaranteed income or an-
nuitylike options such as a guaranteed 
lifetime withdrawal benefit are ways 

DC plan participants can exchange the 
present value of their DC assets for a 
stream of predictable and guaranteed 
future payments at retirement.14

There are practical reasons why 
guaranteed income options could be 
appealing for DC plan participants, in-
cluding the predictability and security 
that come with a regular income stream 
during retirement and the shift of mar-
ket risk (volatility) from plan partici-
pants to annuity providers (insurance 
companies). The latter would be partic-
ularly beneficial to participants during 
extreme down markets.

When rolled out to the U.S. work-
force in the late 1970s and the 1980s, 
DC plans were presented as a means 
of augmenting a fixed DB pension 
benefit. But as traditional DB pension 
plans have continued to be phased 
out, DC plans have evolved from a 
supplementary retirement vehicle to 
the main source of retirement income 
other than Social Security benefits. A 
number of independent research pa-
pers and studies from asset managers 
and insurance companies highlight a 
phenomenon called longevity risk—
the risk of a DC plan participant out-

dc plans
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living the assets in his or her portfolio. 
Recent research has highlighted how 
guaranteed income options can better 
manage this risk.15

Guaranteed income products can 
also buffer plan participants from 
significant bouts of volatility in down 
markets and during crucial points in 
their accumulation and distribution 
cycles. The global financial crisis of 
2008 was a painful reminder that DC 
plan benefits for those at or near retire-
ment are neither fixed nor guaranteed. 
DC assets declined by roughly 22% 
from $4.6 trillion at the end of 2007 to 
$3.6 trillion at the end of 200816 while 
plan participants aged 55-64 saw their 
average account balances decrease by 
over 20.2% over the same period. 

That widespread loss of wealth for 
those at or nearing retirement was a 
catalyst for broad discussions around 
incorporating guaranteed income op-
tions within DC lineups. The availabil-
ity of such options would mean that 
during an extreme bear market, DC 
participants could rely on a set income 
stream that would not fluctuate based 
on stock market performance. 

However, the reality is that only a 
handful17 of DC plans currently offer 

some type of guaranteed income op-
tion. Many plan sponsors say they are 
reluctant to adopt a guaranteed income 
option because of these products’ op-
erational complexity, cost and lack of 
portability and the perceived lack of 
clear guidance from regulatory organi-
zations like DOL.

Secure choice fiduciaries will want 
to continue to educate themselves on 
the types of guaranteed income options 
available in the marketplace. These op-
tions, like every other type of invest-
ment product, come in many varieties. 
Education will put fiduciaries in a bet-
ter position to establish which concerns 
are more nuanced (e.g., products’ com-
plexity and limited transferability) and 
which are relatively easier to address 
(e.g., the misperception that there is a 
lack of clear direction from regulatory 
organizations).

To address concerns around the 
additional operational complexity of 
guaranteed income products, SCP fidu-
ciaries could initiate discussions with 
DC plans that have successfully incor-
porated retirement income options in 
their programs. A potential benefit of 
this approach would be to take advan-
tage of the intellectual capital and re-

search used by these innovative plans; 
SCP fiduciaries might not have to  
re-create the learning curve on the po-
tential use and implementation of these 
options.

Similarly, SCP fiduciaries could walk 
through implementation case studies 
with the asset managers and insurance 
companies that currently manage guar-
anteed solutions in the DC market-
place. By interacting with these prod-
uct providers, fiduciaries could obtain a 
sense of the potential hard-dollar costs 
associated with the different retirement 
income options and review how early 
adopters were able to address opera-
tional and transferability hurdles.

Finally, with respect to overcoming 
concerns such as the perceived lack of 
direction from regulatory organiza-
tions on implementing and monitor-
ing guaranteed income products, edu-
cation sessions could highlight to SCP 
fiduciaries that the DOL’s Annuity Se-
lection Safe Harbor Regulation for DC 
Plans (2015) and the Treasury Depart-
ment’s guidance on qualifying longev-
ity annuity contracts (QLACs) (2014) 
are recent examples of practical guid-
ance provided to DC plan sponsors.

Answering the Call  
to Provide Security and Choice 

The latest incarnation of the U.S. DC 
plan is the SCP, a state-administered 
DC plan that will be offered to private 
sector employees who lack access to an 
employer-sponsored retirement plan. 
While SCPs are a relatively new con-
cept in America, the challenges SCP 
participants and fiduciaries face are far 
from new. In fact, relative to DC trust-
ees and service providers from a few 
decades ago, fiduciaries of SCPs are in a 
somewhat enviable position. They can 
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takeaways
•  Several states are establishing or considering establishing SCPs for private sector 

employees who lack access to an employer-sponsored retirement plan.

•  Most SCPs will be public-private partnerships and multiple employer plans with an 
executive director and/or CIO reporting to a board of trustees.

•  SCP fiduciaries can take advantage of the PPA-influenced best practices—such as 
autoenrollment, autoescalation and use of target-date funds—that have evolved for DC 
plans offered by employers.

•  Priority areas for SCP fiduciaries to focus on might be negotiation of investment and 
administrative fees, monitoring savings and allocation trends of various participant 
demographics and offering guaranteed income options.
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“hit the ground running” by taking advantage of years of in-
novation in areas such as plan design, investment monitor-
ing and behavioral finance. In addition, the rollout of SCPs in 
various states coincides with the creation of forward-looking 
DC-focused policies in previously untested areas; the safe 
harbor implications of guaranteed income options to DC 
plan participants are a prime example. Going forward, the 
success of SCPs should be measured by additional progress 
and innovation on the following plan features:

• Fee reductions
• The disturbing savings trends characteristic of certain 

segments of the working population
• Guaranteed income options for plan participants.
Given the sheer numbers of U.S. workers who eventually 

could have access to an SCP, fiduciaries should be prepared 
to meet the challenges that lie in wait to positively influence 
the latest chapter of the U.S retirement story. 
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